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INTRODUCTION
What do you want to achieve from LinkedIn?
• Become the company of choice in your industry.
• Be invited to speak at international events.
• Achieve recognition as a leader in your field of expertise.
• Network with industry luminaries.
• Land the job of your dreams.
Whichever is most important to you – or something else
entirely – it needs to start with a compelling and eye-catching
LinkedIn profile.
In this e-book, I outline the most important steps you need to
take for your profile to be visible and credible, the precursor to
success on LinkedIn.
Ready to turn your profile into one that ranks in the top five
percent? Let’s begin.
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1
COVER IMAGE
Positioned at the top of a profile where it is noticed first, your
cover image needs to make a strong statement.
For an eye-catching cover image include:
Your tagline
Your website
Your logo
A trophy or award you’ve won
Relevant images or background

Example:

Additional tip:
Don’t place anything important on the lower left end of the
image where it will be obscured by your profile photo.
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2
PROFILE PHOTO
Your photo appears wherever you are on LinkedIn so make it
professional and recognisable as you.
What makes a memorable profile photo:
Close-up on your face
A nice smile
Professional quality
Wearing your usual business clothes
Nothing distracting

Examples:

Additional tip:
Look directly into the camera for your profile photo instead of
over the photographer’s shoulder or away from the lens.
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3
HEADLINE
Longer headlines up to 220 characters are now allowed and,
as they accompany you everywhere on the platform, use them
wisely!
Formula for a compelling heading:
Who you are
What you do
How you do it
Who you do it for
The benefits or your point of difference

Example:

Additional tip:
Break up sections of your headline with symbols or colourful
emojis.
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4
CONTACT
Make it easy for people to find you by completing all sections of
the contact information.
How to use the contact section effectively:
Include your phone number and email address
Use all three available website links
Add text to the web links to entice clicks
Instead of an address, list your key offerings

Example:

Additional tip:
Include both your Twitter handle and as many instant messenger
addresses as you have. These can include Skype, ICQ, Google
Hangouts, QQ and WeChat.
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ABOUT
Use the About section to tell the story of your professional life in
an interesting and engaging way.
Tips for a compelling About section:
Break up the text with bullet point lists
Use bold for text you want to stand out
Add testimonials for 3rd party endorsement
Give examples of successes
Include emojis for variation and colour

Example:

Additional tip:
Decide whether to write your About summary in the first or third
person based on your job and how you want to portray yourself.
Whichever one you decide on, be consistent throughout.
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6
FEATURED
Give your profile visual punch by adding a variety of media that
showcases your talent, skills and experience.
Types of media you can include:
Video – that you have appeared in or are relevant to your work
Images – of you meeting famous people or receiving an award
Presentation – slides from a speech you have given
Posts and articles – from your LinkedIn activity
Links – to your website or other sites appropriate to your work

Example:

Additional tip:
Create a short video introducing yourself and your
career/business that answers the question:
why should we employ/use you?
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7
EXPERIENCE
This is not a CV so you do not have to list every job you’ve ever
had – choose only those that show career progression or are
relevant to your current work.
Suggestions for an innovative Experience section:
Add media to every job listed even if it’s just the website
Avoid CV-like terms such as responsibilities and milestones
Give examples of your successes
Use text formatting, emojis and lists
Add the organisation’s logo if it has a company page
Example:

Additional tip:
If a website doesn’t display properly, use a screenshot of one of
the webpages instead.
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EDUCATION
Pin your highest qualification to the top of your Education
section and display it in the introduction section at the top of
your profile.
Tips for those without an ivy league education:
If you have no tertiary qualifications, don’t draw attention to it
by listing your high school.
List your high school only if it is exemplary in some way or you
are still involved, such as being on the board of governors.
If you have no degree or diploma list any relevant courses you
have completed as part of your work.
If your university or tertiary education provider has a LinkedIn
page, link it so the logo displays.
Add media such as diplomas, videos or presentations.

Example:

Additional tip:
Use the description field to include details of what you learned
and how it has helped in your work.
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9
SKILLS
Tidy up your Skills section as LinkedIn often adds additional,
irrelevant ones arbitrarily.
To make good use of Skills and Endorsements:
Pin your three most important skills to the top and actively
work to increase your endorsement numbers.
Reorder your skills so the important ones are higher up the list.
Remove variations of the same skill so you receive higher
endorsement numbers on one.
You can list up to 50 skills but doing so can dilute your numbers
per individual skill so strike a balance.

Example:

Additional tip:
Remember to turn on your endorsements so visitors to your
profile are invited to endorse you.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Take every opportunity to ask for a recommendation. You can
never have too many, and most of us have too few.
How to ask for a recommendation:
Add a personal message to your request to increase the
chances of receiving a recommendation.
In your message, be specific about what you would like to be
recommended for.
If it is appropriate, write a recommendation for the person first
to subtly invite reciprocation.

Example:

Additional tip:
Be generous with the recommendations you write others. This
demonstrates your willingness to be a good LinkedIn citizen.
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VOLUNTEER WORK
If you are so passionate about a cause that you volunteer your
time, share it.
This section shows how you give back to your community and
will draw viewers with similar social concerns to you.

12
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
If you have too many accolades to include in earlier sections of
your profile, list them here.
You can add titles, descriptions, links and dates to sections for
Courses, Honours and Awards, Publications, Projects, Patents,
Test scores, Languages and Organisations. Regrettably however,
there is no option to add media.

Example:
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OPEN TO OPPORTUNITIES / PROVIDING
SERVICES
LinkedIn makes it easy to show you are looking for work or open
to providing services.
Once it was considered a no-no to mention at the top of your
profile that you were job hunting, but no longer. With so many
in the same situation, use every device at your disposal such as
Open to Work.
Top 200 US LinkedIn trainer JoAnne Funch has produced a short
video which shows you exactly how to go about this.

For those who work for themselves, use Open for Business,
which displays as Providing Services. To set this up follow the
steps in this guide:
linkedin.com/profinder/blog/open-for-business
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WANT TO TAKE YOUR LINKEDIN ACTIVITY
TO THE NEXT LEVEL?

Check out Link∙Ability: 4 powerful strategies
to maximise your LinkedIn success, packed
with valuable insights, essential know-how
and practical tips, enabling you to leverage
the LinkedIn platform to your advantage.
Want tips instead? Sign up to receive our
regular LinkedIn updates
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